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EDITOR
t is my joy and privilege to welcome you to the 4th and
last Quarter 2012 Edition of your favourite magazine –
NAPIMS NEWS. Tick, tick, tick, tick – just like that, the
curtain has been drawn on the year 2012. The year was a
pot pouri of both the pleasant and the unpleasant. Despite
the loss of some NNPC staff in the tragic Dana plane crash,
there were so many things to cheer about. Notably, is the
fact that NAPIMS has moved into a newly refurbished stateof-the-art office complex.

I

I want to sincerely appreciate all our contributors and readers
for your unflinching support throughout the year. Thank
you so much.
To mark the end of the year, the Group General Manager,
NAPIMS, Mr. Morrison Fiddi gave a brief on the activities of
2012; the successes achieved and the challenges that
hampered the progress of some major projects. The GGM
said that looking ahead to 2013, staff should expect a major
paradigm shift in the structure and operations of the industry
as once the various reforms proposed to optimize the
potentials of the industry are approved by the National
Assembly and Presidency.
A recent shake up in the NNPC has resulted in some changes
at the top management level of NAPIMS. Engr. Mac Chinaka
Nwogu has been appointed the acting Group General Manager
of NAPIMS. Engr. Nwogu replaces Mr. M. A. Fiddi, FNAPE
who disengaged from the services of the Corporation upon
attainment of the mandatory retirement age of 60 years.

NAPIMS recently hosted its maiden “End of the Year Golf
Kitty” at the prestigious Ikoyi 1938 Club. The tournament
attracted experienced golfers and the oil and gas community.
NAPIMS Management, in fulfillment of the immediate need
to digitize and archive its historic and ongoing business
documentation, has commenced the deployment of the
Electronic Documentum Management Solution (EDMS)
across all its Divisions.
In furtherance of our Sustainable Community Development
efforts, the NNPC/SNEPCO donated hospital equipment to
various specialist hospitals within the Lagos Island.
We have also included for your delight a continuation of the
article on “The Impact of TV on Children” and on “Effective
Teams and Organizational Growth.” Also featuring in this
edition is an article on “Project Management”.
Our medical experts are leaving no stone unturned to ensure
that we maintain good health and safety. In this edition, we
have an article which dealt comprehensively on the issue of
“Safe Handling of LPG – Liquefied Petroleum (Cooking) Gas”.
This is a ‘must read’ for all.
HAPPY READING !!!
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GGM’s 2012 END OF YEAR/NEW YEAR
MESSAGE TO NAPIMS STAFF
renovation was accelerated making it possible for the GGM’s
office and two Divisions, which were operating from the
Bayo Kuku Office, to move in. The result of this is an office
complex that is not only befitting of NAPIMS, but an
environment that is conducive for high productivity.
We commend all staff for their support and perseverance
of the discomfort and inconveniences attendant to the
ongoing renovation works.
Looking ahead into 2013, we should expect a major paradigm
shift in our structure and operations once the various
reforms proposed to optimize the potentials of the Industry
and ultimately put our Corporation at a competitive
advantage in the global business environment are approved
by the National Assembly and the Presidency.
The measure of success achieved in implementing some
critical projects in 2012 and increased Domestic Gas Supply
for Power Generation was attributable to unflinching
Government’s support and Top Management’s resolve to
implement these projects.
In furtherance of our focus and drive to improve service
delivery, we have scheduled the Document Management
System project for implementation in the first quarter 2013.

Morrison A. Fiddi, FNAPE

F

irstly, I wish to appreciate the Almighty God for his
mercies, guidance and protection; for enabling us to
witness yet another End of Year.

I thank you for being so supportive all through the year
2012. Your commitment and dedication to work has
contributed immensely to our overall performance in 2012.
Despite the flooding that affected our operational areas from
June - November, daily production average as at November
30, 2012 stood at 1.323 million barrels while about 220mmfcd
of additional gas volume was made available to the domestic
market during the year thus leading to a further drop in gas
flaring from 19% in the year 2011 to 14%. We concluded
two negotiations for Gas Sales and Aggregation Agreements
(GSAAs) while others have reached advanced stages.
During the year, the NNPC Clinic within NAPIMS’ office
premises became operational and has impacted positively
on staff health apart from reducing the man-hours lost to
traffic jam in the effort by NAPIMS staff to access medical
services. This apart, the Gerrard Road Office block
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The system will ensure easy retrieval and quick analysis of
data essential for prompt decision making.
It is noteworthy that the enormous challenges experienced
in 2012 would have been daunting without the resilience,
commitment and unflinching support of NAPIMS staff. I
salute you all.
I wish to seize this opportunity to congratulate the new
Executives of PENGASSAN on the success of their recently
concluded elections and wish to reiterate Management’s
strong commitment to staff welfare and well-being at all
times.
As we go into year 2013, NAPIMS’ management and staff
alike are enjoined to rededicate themselves to the values of
the Corporation which include honesty, diligence, loyalty
and commitment to duty. It is only by so doing that our
aspiration of taking the NNPC into greater and enviable
heights would not be mere wishful thinking.
I wish you all abundance of God’s love, protection and peace
this season and throughout 2013.
Thank you.

NAPIMS COMMISSIONS ITS OFFICE
COMPLEX IN LAGOS

By: Mary Eyitemi-Macmillan

T

he Group Managing Director of
the Nigerian National Petroleum
Corporation, Engr. Andrew
Yakubu has been commended for his
unrelenting support towards the
conceptualization and actualization of
the renovation works at the NAPIMS
Office Complex at No 36, Gerrard
Road, Ikoyi, Lagos which was recently
commissioned. The GGM, NAPIMS,
Mr. Morrison Fiddi, FNAPE,
commissioned the building on behalf of
the GMD.
In his speech at the occasion, the GGM,
NAPIMS remarked that the occasion
was a heart-warming one. He recalled
how NAPIMS has been operating in
make-shift offices consequent upon the
unfortunate fire incidence that gutted
the erstwhile NNPC Mulliner Towers
located at Ikoyi Club Road in year
2002.
Mr. Fiddi used the occasion to praise
and eulogize members of the Building

The GGM NAPIMS, Mr. M. A. Fiddi unveils the plaque to commemorate the
commissioning of the office complex

Project Committee who worked
tirelessly to ensure that the project was
successfully delivered.
He also thanked NAPIMS staff for
their tolerance and perseverance of the

inconveniences that was attendant the
refurbishing of the building.
Also speaking at the occasion, the
Chairman of the Renovation
contd on pg 6
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GGM NAPIMS, Mr. M. A. Fiddi (middle) cuts the tape to commission the newly refurbished NAPIMS office complex. He is flanked to the
extreme left by Mr. Mac Nwogu (GM JVOPs), Dr. M. D. Bako (GM FES), Mr. Luke Anele (GM MMD) and Mrs. Toju Okanlawon (GM,
NipeX). To the right by Engr. A. A. Shehu (GM Gas), Dr. Kennie Obateru (Mgr PAD) and Mrs. Kemi Olumuyiwa of PAD
contd from pg 5

committee, Mr. Hilary Akpan
specifically thanked the GGM for his
unwavering support to the committee.
He thanked God for His protection
throughout the renovation works during
which no fatality was recorded.
Mr. Fiddi, who was joined by top
Management staff of NAPIMS to cut
the master-piece prototype cake of the
building to the admiration of every one
present, while Mr. Luke Anele, GM,
MMD proposed the toast.
In his introduction at the official
commissioning, the Manager PAD, Dr.

Kennie Obateru remarked that the
actualization of the project was made
possible through the concerted efforts
and tenacity of both the GMD and the
GGM,NAPIMS which ensured that the
project was completed in record time.
The event was witnessed by other
members of top Management of
NAPIMS namely; Engr. Mac Nwogu,
GM, JV operations; Engr. Ahmed
Shehu, GM, Gas; Hajia H. Coomassie,
GM, Legal; Mr. Godwin Okonkwo,
GM, Finance & Accounts; Engr. James
Jock, GM, PSC; Mrs. Toju Okanlawon,
GM, NipeX; Dr. M. D. Bako, GM,
FES; amongst other dignitaries at the
occasion.

The GGM NAPIMS, Mr. M. A. Fiddi supported by a team of his management staff cuts the prototype of the office complex cake
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NAPIMS GETS NEW GGM AND GMS
By: Mary Eyitemi-Macmillan

ENGR. MAC NWOGU
Ag. GGM, NAPIMS

MR. LUKE ANELE
GM, MMD

DR. M. D. BAKO
GM, FES

MR. FIDEL PEPPLE
GM SERVICES

MRS. TOJU
OKANLAWON
GM, NipeX

A

Group General Manager has been appointed for
the National Petroleum Investment Management
Services (NAPIMS) in acting capacity. He is Engr.
Mac Chinaka Nwogu, the erstwhile General Manager, JV
Operations NAPIMS. This followed the disengagement of
Mr. M. A. Fiddi, FNAPE from the services of the
Corporation as GGM, NAPIMS upon the attainment of the
mandatory retirement age of 60 years.
Engr. Nwogu holds B.SC (Hons) in Civil Engineering (1978)
and also M.Eng. Civil Engineering (1986) both obtained from
the University of Nigeria, Nsukka. He joined the services
of the NNPC in March 1992.
Before his appointment, he has held various key positions
in NNPC, namely;
· Project Team Leader, Bonny Terminal Integrated
Project.
· Technical Assistant to Engr. Greg Ero (GGM,
NAPIMS – 1997 to 1999).
· Project Team Leader, Gbaran Ubie Integrated Oil
and Gas Project.
· Asset Manager, SPDC JV Transfer Fields
Operated by NPDC Benin.
· Asset Manager, 450 MW Capacity OPAI Power
Plant (NNPC/NAOC JV). Project Manager,
650MW Capacity AFAM-6 Integrated Power and
Gas Project.
· Project Manager (NNPC/CNL JV). 400MW
Capacity OBITE Power Project (NNPC/TEPNG
JV) and 500MW Capacity, QIT Power Project
(NNPC/MPNU JV)
Before joining the Nigerian National Petroleum Corporation,
Engr. Mac Nwogu worked with the Institute of

MR. G. C. OKONKWO
GM FAD

ENGR. AHMED SHEHU
GM, GAS

ENGR. JAMES JOCK
GM, PSC

Management and Technology, Enugu as a senior Lecturer.
He also had a stint with Prime Services Engineers/African
Development Bank Collaboration and Integrated Consultant
Nigeria Ltd.
Engr. Nwogu is a Member of the Nigeria Society of
Engineers and also a registered Engineer with COREN.
Meanwhile, Mr. Fidelis Pepple has assumed duty as the
General Manager, Services in NAPIMS. Before he was
transferred to NAPIMS, Mr. Pepple was a General
Manager, Community Relations in the Group Public Affairs
Division of NNPC, where he also covered the position of
the GGM, GPAD until December 2012. Also moved to
NAPIMS is Mr. Godwin Chukwuma Okonkwo as General
Manager, Finance and Accounts Division. He was formerly
a General Manager in the Group Finance and Accounts
Directorate at the NNPC Corporate Headquarters (CHQ),
Abuja.
In a related development, Mr.Luke Anele has been appointed
the General Manager, Materials Management Division. Prior
to his appointment, Mr. Anele was the Manager JV MMD,
NAPIMS. He replaced Engr. H. Tahir who moved to the
CHQ, Abuja as GGM, Renewable Energy Division.
In the same vein, Dr. Mazadu Dader Bako now becomes
the General Manager Frontier Exploration Services (FES)
NAPIMS; Mr. James Jock, General Manager PSC; Engr.
Ahmed Shehu, General Manager GAS Division and Mrs.
T. U. Okanlawon, GM NipeX. All the appointments were
with immediate effect and the affected top management
staff have since assumed duties.
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By: Mary Eyitemi-Macmillan

NAPIMS HOSTS END OF THE YEAR GOLF
KITTY AT IKOYI CLUB 1938 IN LAGOS

T

he Group General Manager (GGM) NAPIMS, Mr.
M.A. Fiddi, FNAPE has urged the International Oil
Companies (IOC’s) operating in the Upstream Sector
of the Oil & Gas Industry not to shy away from sponsoring
major sporting tournaments because of the inherent benefits
to the society.
The GGM said this at the maiden edition of the NAPIMS
End of the Year Golf Kitty held at the Golf Section of the
prestigious Ikoyi Club 1938 recently. The GGM noted that
Golf as a sport promotes good health and healthy
relationships hence, NAPIMS sponsored the Golf
tournament to bring operators in the Oil & Gas industry in
Nigeria and other stakeholders together. He expressed the
hope that other companies will take a cue from the example
set by NAPIMS by sponsoring the future editions.
The tournament was teed-off in the early hours of the day
by the GGM, NAPIMS, Mr. Morrison Anthony Fiddi, who
Mr. M. A. Fiddi tees of the ball during the NAPIMS End of Year Golf Kitty
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GGM NAPIMS, Mr. M. A. Fiddi in the company of other Golfers

represented the Group Managing Director (GMD) NNPC,
Engr. Andy Yakubu.

Danjuma, Mrs. Majekodunmi, Mrs. Bassey and Mr. Felix
Molokwu among many others.

In his good will message, the golf Captain of the Ikoyi Club
1938, Mr. Ebiyemi Pinnick paid glowing tributes to Mr. Fiddi,
management and staff of NAPIMS for hosting the
auspicious event. He urged NAPIMS’ Management to make
the kitty an annual competition in view of the success of
the maiden edition of the tournament.

A specially designed golf course prototype cake was cut
by the GGM, NAPIMS Mr. Morrison Fiddi ably assisted by
his amiable wife, Mrs. Funmilayo Fiddi and the Captain of
the Ikoyi Golf Section Mr. Ebiyemi Pinnick.

Mr. Pinnick also appreciated the support of some partners
of NAPIMS including Chevron, Total and Oando. He
solicited for further support in the areas of Junior Golf Clinic
and the Golf course redevelopment to be in line with PGA
standard.

At the Prizes and Award Ceremony, winners in the various
categories of the golf tournament were presented with
trophies and other befitting prizes.
Those who went home with trophies were the overall winner
of the tournament, Mr. T. Harrord, others were Mr. Mazy
Osadebe, Mr. Johnson Toriola, Mr. Remi Olukoya, Mr. Tim
Ayomikhe, Mr. J. S. Jung, Mr. Niyi Latinwo, Mr. Paul

GGM NAPIMS, M. A. Fiddi responds to questions from the Media

Mr. M. A. Fiddi presenting the trophy to the overall winner of the
tournament, Mr. T. Harrord

The GGM NAPIMS, M. A. Fiddi assisted by his amiable wife
Mrs. Funmilayo Fiddi and Chairman Golf Section, Ikoyi Club,
Mr. Ebiyemi Pinnick to cut the cake
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NAPIMS ACQUIRES NEW COASTER BUSES
FOR STAFF
By: Mary Eyitemi-Macmillan

A fleet of Coaster Buses acquired for use by NAPIMS Staff

T

he old coaster buses which
convey NAPIMS’ staff to and
from work have been replaced
with new ones. Twelve (12) brand new
Coaster buses were recently
commissioned by the Group General
Manager, NAPIMS, Mr. Morrison
Fiddi in Lagos recently.

At the occasion, members of staff
could not hide their joy because the
issue of acquiring the new buses has
been on the front burner and had also
generated a lot of interests.
While commissioning the new buses,
the GGM reiterated that the new buses

were acquired in line with NNPC’s
policy to facilitate punctuality and
movement of staff to and from work.
He enjoined staff to make good use of
the buses and to always display shared
responsibilities toward ensuring that the
buses are well kept and that the drivers
are well behaved on the highways.
Also speaking at the commissioning
ceremony, the acting General Manager,
Services, Mr. Festus Nwoko thanked
NAPIMS’ Management for granting
approval for the replacement of the old
buses with new ones. According to him,
“we are all gathered here today
rejoicing because the transportation
needs of staff have been met.”

Also at the commissioning, Mrs.
Falomo, a Deputy Manager in the
HSSE department, was called upon
to offer prayers to God for journey
mercies and protection on all the routes
to be covered by the buses.
Some of the staff at the occasion
expressed joy and appreciation to the
top Management of NAPIMS for
showing concern for their welfare.
They
also
expressed
their
determination to reciprocate this good
gesture by discharging their
responsibilities to the best of their
abilities.

The GGM NAPIMS Mr. M. A. Fiddi flanked to the right by Dr. Kennie Obateru (Mgr. PAD), Mr. F. O. Nwoko (Ag GM Services), and to the
left by Engr. H. S. Tahir (former GM, MMD), Mrs. H. Coomassie (GM Legal) Engr. Mac Nwogu (GM JVOPs), Mrs. A. Isaiah-Iworima (Ag.
GM PSC) and Engr. H. Akpan (Mgr. HSSE)
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NAPIMS COMMENCES THE DEPLOYMENT OF
EMC DOCUMENTUM AND CAPTIVA (EMC)
The Management of NAPIMS, in
response to an immediate need to
digitalize and archive historic and
on-going business documentation has
approved the deployment of the
Electronic Documentum Management
System (EDMS) across all its Divisions.
The EDMS will be implemented in two
(2) phases. The first phase, which will
be executed in three waves, entails the
Muhammad Ali-Zarah
development of an Information
Project Lead,
Architecture strategy for NAPIMS and
EDMS Implementation Project
deployment of the solution across all
NAPIMS Divisions beginning with systems. In NAPIMS, Captiva will be
Planning Division and the GGM’s Office. used to scan hard copy documents,
extract data from the document and
WHAT IS DOCUMENTUM AND deliver the data into Documentum for
CAPTIVA?
electronic use.
The question posed can only be
answered by evaluating the essence of Why?
the EMC Documentum which is In addition to facilitating compliance with
captured in its 3 (three) Ws:
the Freedom of Information (FoI) Act,
the EDMS will address some of the
The Three W’s of Documentum and challenges which NAPIMS has faced
Captiva
over time, such as:
What?
· Lack of central data repository
EMC Documentum is a world class
resulting in inability to meet audit
document and content management
requirements i.e. high turnaround
system, used by leading Oil and Gas
time for retrieval of documents
companies in Nigeria and across the · Excessive reliance on paper based
world. It is a unified platform that can
documentation processes leading to
store a wide range of documents and
challenges with archival and retrieval
content types within a shared repository.
of documents, as well as loss of
With Documentum, it is possible to
important documents
create, modify, review, approve, publish
and retire documents. Its strategic · Poor security of confidential
documents, resulting in unauthorized
features include document check-in/
access
checkout; electronic reviews and
approvals, document versioning, archival · Absence of document management
policies and procedures; hence, no
and retrieval, as well as enhanced
defined responsibilities and ownership
security.
with regards to document
management
EMC Captiva is a tool that captures and
extracts data from paper and electronic
documents and delivers the extracted When?
information for storage or workflow into The 1st wave of the NAPIMS EDMS
Documentum and other integrated Project kicked off in July, 2012 and will

go live by the end of Q1 2013, and Wave
2 will kick off shortly after.
MANAGING THE CHANGE
PROCESS
The EDMS is a very important and critical
business tool for driving NAPIMS
operations and business processes;
NAPIMS Management therefore is
committed to the success of its
implementation. Towards achieving the
seamless implementation of this project,
a Change Network has been put in place
to manage the process of Staff
awareness and acceptance of the
projects.
The Project Manager is also collaborating
with the NAPIMS IT Department and
the Change Network to carry out
extensive training and capacity building
programmes for all NAPIMS Staff.
Although Documentum in itself is quite
user friendly, it is important to secure the
confidence of the users prior and during
its implementation.
A Road Show on the EDMS project is
also being scheduled to hold in March.
The objective of the road show is to create
awareness of the project amongst staff
and also build their support. It will serve
as means of getting the required feedback
from staff on the various perceptions and
thoughts about the project.
It is worthy of note that although the
importance of the project cannot be
overemphasized in the current global
business world, staff support through its
usage is also very critical to its success.
I therefore urge all NAPIMS staff to
support the EDMS project and help
reduce our dependency on paper based
processes, standardize our document
management processes as we strive to
benchmark with other leading
organizations in the world.
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The GGM NAPIMS Mr. M. A. Fiddi (3rd left) flanked to the left by Mr. G. C. Okonkwo, GM, FAD and Engr. Ahmed Shehu, GM, Gas.
To the right are Mrs. T. U. Okanlawon, GM, NipeX, Dr. M. D. Bako, GM, FES, Engr. James Jock, GM, PSC and Mr. Luke Anele,
GM, MMD proposing the toast

Newly Elected PENGASSAN Executives
Sitted 2nd left is the newly elected chairman, Mr. Abdullahi Saleh. To the left is the ex.chairman, Mr. S. U. Nsek and to the right by
1st Vice Chairman, Mrs. Helen Nkwo, Secretary, Mr. Stephen Otaro, and 2nd Vice Chairman, Mr. Kingsley Ebimiekumo.
Standing are other executive members

Engr. Ernest Nwapa, Secretary
Nigerian Content Development &
Monitoring Board (NCDMB)
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(L-R): Mr. Gabriel Obando, Executive Director External Relations, Brass LNG,
Dr. Kennie Obateru, Manager, PAD, NAPIMS and Mrs. Philo Okonkwo,
Deputy Manager, PAD, NAPIMS

Mgr. Admin Services, Mr. F. O. Nwoko (3rd from left) celebrating his 60th Birthday, flanked to the
left by the GGM, NAPIMS, Mr. M. A. Fiddi and Mr. B. C. Umeobi of FAD and to the right by GM,
Services, Mr. Fidel Pepple

Mr. Ugo Eze (Son of Mrs Eze
of HR Dept.) and his wife
Amaka Ezeagbo during their
wedding recently

Betty (Daughter of Mr.
Sankwai) and her husband
Sub. Lt. Jerome during their
wedding

Ama (Daughter of Mrs.
Orumabo of Admin Services)
and her husband Otonye
during their wedding
recently

Oluwatosin (daughter of Mr.
Alakija of Planning) and her
husband Adedotun Akinbode
during their wedding recently

Olalekan Olaniyan of NipeX
and his wife Zainab at their
traditional wedding recently

Mr. & Mrs Musa Bwalmo of
Gas Division during their
wedding recently

Jacob Japhet (Son of Mr.
Kwanduno of DM, PP O&M)
and his wife Zara during
their wedding recently

Khadijah Al-Mustapha
(daughter of Abubabar Yamusa
of HSSE) and her husband
Sub-Lieutenant Sirajo
Al-Mustapha

Kehinde (daughter of Mr.
Bolarinwa of PSC) and her
husband Bolaji during their
traditional wedding
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GGM NAPIMS MARKS 60TH BIRTHDAY IN GRAND STYLE
The Group General Manager of NAPIMS, Mr. Anthony Morrison Fiddi recently marked his 60th
birthday celebration in grand style. The event which took place in the newly refurbished NAPIMS
office located at Texaco Close, Ikoyi was witnessed by some Management and staff of NAPIMS.

Mrs. Hadiza Coomassie (GM, Legal) presents a
Congratulatory Card to the GGM NAPIMS Mr. M. A. Fiddi on
behalf of the Management and staff of NAPIMS

Mrs. T. U. Okanlawon (GM, NipeX) makes a
presentation to Mr. Fiddi

The GGM NAPIMS, Mr. M. A. Fiddi, FNAPE flanked to the extreme left by Engr. Mac Nwogu (GM JVOPs), Mrs Hadiza Coomassie
(GM Legal), Mr. G. C. Okonkwo (GM FAD) and to the right by Mrs. Toju Okanlawon (GM NipeX), Mr. Luke Anele (GM MMD),
Mrs. Flora Adenuga (PA to GGM) and Mr. Sam Makoju (DM PAD)

Mr. Fiddi cuts his 60th Birthday Cake
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The GGM cheers to all the good wishes on his Birthday

PROJECT MANAGEMENT
COST ESTIMATING
Minimising the Risk, Optimizing the Opportunities!,

T

he History of Project Management
is the history of mega projects of
the last 4,500 years that include the
Giza Pyramid, the Parthenon, the
Colosseum, the Gothic Cathedrals of
Europe, the Taj Mahal, and the
Transcontinental Railway. These were not
anomalies in history but projects delivered
in a systematic way with very similar
characteristics to today’s projects.
Typically, they had a ‘’project charter, a
business justification, and a project
sponsor’’.
In close analysis, they also followed a
similar life-cycle of phases that we use
today, incorporating the ‘’Project
Management Process Groups (initiating,
planning, executing, monitoring,
controlling, and closing)’’. In close
examination they also intuitively followed
all nine PMBOK knowledge areas
(Integration, Scope, Time, Cost, Quality,
Human Resources, Communications,
Risk, and Procurement) in order to achieve
the desired specific goal by adding value.

primary constraints being the scope, time
and budget, while ‘’the secondary and
more ambitious challenge is to
OPTIMIZE the allocation of necessary
inputs and integrate them in order to meet
pre-defined objectives’’.

NKEM KALU (PED-PSC)
Risk identification
Qualitative Risk analysis
Quantitative Risk analysis
Risk response planning and
Risk monitoring and control

The subject of discuss therefore is
‘’neither new in theory nor in practice,
but rather a silent and salient reminder
to us as to that, which we already know
in our day to day running of the different
government project management
portfolios’’ be it in the downstream,
midstream or upstream businesses with
emphasis in oil and gas .

Of the various risk processes as
enumerated, ‘’Qualifying and Quantifying
the Risk’’ are paramount to the overall
performance in the delivery system of a
typical project. A departure from these
basic grand rule has high ‘’IMPACTS’’ and
causes several project slippages on the
schedule.

We are further reminded that Project
management involve five integrated but
distinct risk processes which are;
Risk management planning

Qualitative Risk analysis involves
analysing the numerical probability of
each project risk and the consequence
(impact) it has on the project as illustrated
in the chart;

Project Management is a temporary
endeavour with a defined beginning and
end (usually time-constrained and often
constrained by funding and specific
deliverables). This temporary nature of
projects stands in contrast with the
‘’business as usual’’ (or operations)
approach which are repetitive, permanent
or semi-permanent functional activities in
order to produce the required products or
services. In practice, the management of
these two systems (permanent or semipermanent) are often quite different and
as such requires the development of
distinct technical skills and requisite
managerial technicalities and strategies.
It should be noted that the primary
challenge of project management is to
achieve all of the project goals and
objectives while honouring the
preconceived constraints. The typical
...to be continued in the next edition
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NNPC MARKS SPECIAL DAY AT LAGOS
INTERNATIONAL TRADE FAIR 2012
WITH FUN FAIR

By: Mary Eyitemi-Macmillan

(L-R): Mrs. Jane Ebong, EDS, NETCO, Mr. B. P. Ruwase, Vice President of LCCI, Engr. Isuaku D. Abdullahi, MD, NETCO,
Engr. James Wulker, MD. Agrican, Mrs. Chinwe Agulefo, Mgr., Comm, GPAD

T

he Nigerian National Petroleum
Corporation (NNPC) recently
observed its special day at the
26th Lagos International Trade Fair
held at the Tafawa Balewa Square
(TBS), Lagos amidst fun-fair.
In his address at the occasion, the
Group Managing Director of the
Corporation, Engr. Andrew Yakubu
ably represented by the Managing
Director, NETCO, Engr. Isyaku D.
Abdullahi, welcomed all top
Management of NNPC, SBUs, CSUs,
and other participants who graced the
occasion.
He remarked that the theme of the Fair:
“Promoting Trade for Sustainable
Economic Transformation” was apt
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given the critical role of commerce in
generating financial resources required
for the development of a nation like
Nigeria.

globe in order to ensure NNPC’s fair
share of the global market.

He revealed that oil and gas, which are
the core business activities of the
NNPC revolve round crude oil
production, refining and marketing of
or trading in the produced crude and
the refined products both locally and
internationally.

He went further to highlight the
Corporation’s roadmap towards
achieving its set goals and values which
include; living the organizational culture,
respect for the individual, staff growth
and
development,
integrity,
transparency and accountability,
professional excellence and many
more.

Engr. Yakubu added that in the last
couple of years, NNPC has embarked
on a process of transformation to
enhance its global standing to become
much more competitive with other
multinational oil companies across the

According to him, NNPC activities in
midstream business has brought about
remarkable progress; through
sustainable gas supply for power
generation and industrial use a result
of the successful execution of the gas

which has now grown into a world
acclaimed event.
He further remarked that the idea of
staging the Trade Fair in Tafawa
Balewa Square Lagos this year, was
like a home coming because the Trade
Fair started from the square many
years ago.

Mr. Babatunde Paul Ruwase, Vice President of LCCI, making a speech at the event

supply intervention programmes, which
resulted in increased gas supply to the
Western Gas corridor with positive
impact on electricity power generation.

in part-financing of NNPC equity
interest and the Japanese strategic
investor’s participation in the Brass
LNG project.

Secondly, implementation of critical
pipeline infrastructure for gas supply
has been vigorously pursued, which has
increased the delivery capacity of
Escravos – Warri pipeline system from
300mmscfd to 600mmscfd and thirdly,
the Management has successfully
secured the support of JBIC of Japan

Speaking earlier in his welcome
address, Mr. Babatunde Paul Ruwase,
Vice President of LCCI, who
represented the President of LCCI, Mr.
Goodie Ibru, welcomed everyone to the
trade fair. He went down memory lane
by chronicling the humble beginning of
the Lagos Trade Fair some years back,

Engr. Isyaku D. Abdullahi, MD, NETCO responding
to the Media

The National Petroleum Investment
Management Services (NAPIMS) was
fully present at this year’s Lagos Trade
Fair alongside other SBUs and CSUs..
This year’s NNPC Pavilion at the
Trade Fair was very unique hence it
received a lot of visitors seeking
information on NNPC business,
products and activities on a daily basis
throughout the duration of the Fair.
Amongst top Management of the
Corporation who graced the occasion
alongside the GMD’s representative,
Engr. Isyaku Abdullahi, were Mrs. Jane
Ebong, Executive Director Services,
NETCO, Mrs. Chinwe Agulefo
Manager, Community Relations GPAD,
Abuja, Mr. J.A. Adebola, Manager
NNPC Lagos Zonal office, Engr. R.A.
Rufai Manager Commercial, KPRC,
Kaduna, among others.

Engr. Isyaku D. Abdullahi, MD, NECTO (right) making a presentation to the
Vice Chairman, LCCI, Mr. Batunde Paul Ruwase and Mrs. Mabel Akpieyi
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NNPC / SNEPCO DONATES
HOSPITAL EQUIPMENT
By: Bunmi Lawson

Some of the Medical Equipment donated to the Hospitals

I

n continuation of NAPIMS
Corporate Social Responsibility
(CSR) gestures, the NNPC /
SNEPCO recently donated hospital
equipment valued at several millions of
Naira to health institutions in Lagos
Island.
The event took place at the SNEPCo
office, 21/22 Freeman house, Marina,
Lagos on Tuesday December 11 th,
2012. This event brought to the fore,
once more, the consideration the
NNPC/SNEPCO Product Sharing
Company (PSC) has always
demonstrated to its neighbours.
The beneficiaries of the donation are,
General Hospital, Lagos, Massey
Children Hospital and Island Maternity
all located on the Lagos Island.Some
of the equipment donated to the

institutions include, anesthesia
machine, ventilators, theatre lights,
laparoscopy kit and incubators. Others
are delivery beds, cardiac monitor, and
several units of neumatomy kits.
Speaking at the event, the Clinical
Health Manager, SNEPCo, Dr.
Martins Obasohan said that the
donation was part of the Corporate
Social Responsibility programme
SNEPCO and NNPC to support health
delivery in the Company’s immediate
Community for the common good of
mankind.
He urged the management of the
hospitals to collaborate with their
counterparts on the mainland axis to
render services to patients who may
have need of them. He also advised

them to use the equipment optimally
and for the purpose towards which they
were donated.
The high point of the event was when
the officials of each institution were led
to the equipment set aside for the
particular hospitals. The excitement of
the representatives of the hospitals
could only be imagined.
The Chief Medical Director (CMD) of
General Hospital, Dr. A.O. Balogun
said he could not thank NNPC/
SNEPCO enough for the kind gesture.
His counterpart from the Island
Maternity, Dr. Oriola spoke in a similar
vein while assuring that the equipment
would be put to judicious use. On his
own part, the Medical Director (MD)
of Massey Children Hospital, Dr.
Adewemimo while appreciating the
good gesture of NNPC/SNEPCO,
called on other companies to follow the
PSC’s example.

Guests at the occasion included
officials of SNEPCO, the recipient
hospitals and NNPC NAPIMS
represented by Mrs. E.O. Lawson of
the Public Affairs Department and Mrs.
Olusola-Aka of the Materials
Department
of
(L-R): Dr. Oriola (GMD Island Maternity), Mrs. O. Ajayi (Matron SNEPCO), Dr. Balogun (CMD, Management
NAPIMS.
GH), Mrs. E. O. Lawson (NAPIMS, PAD), Dr. Martins Obasohan (HM, SNEPCO), Dr.
Adewemimo (CMD, Massey Children Hospital), Kikelomo Ohorla-Aka (NAPIMS, MMD),
Mr. Simon Njoku (SNEPCO)
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NNPC / SPDC JOINT VENTURE COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS

GMoU: A PARTNERSHIP VEHICLE FOR
SOCIAL CHANGE

By: Safiya Hamisu

Iduwini Secretariat Complex

generated resultant effects in terms of job creation,

scholarship that would cost F$700,000/per annum for 10

availability of food and poverty reduction in the area.

candidates from the JV operational areas at three top British
institutions.

Also, the Nembe City Community recently sponsored 20 of

Another laudable scheme is the “cradle to career”

their children overseas for post graduate studies which will

program for 60 students annually. The initiative is designed

on the long run have a positive impact of the community.

to give opportunity to brilliant but less privileged pupils to
actualise their dreams in academics by providing them quality

Water projects
The Memorandum of Understanding has also delivered an
Integrated Water Scheme for the Gbaran / Epetiama cluster.
This project costs N970 Million and would serve10

education in a conducive environment. All expenses of the
students from JS1 to SS3 are paid for by the JV. The cost
ranges from N700,000 to 1 million Naira annually per
student.

communities.
The GMoU strategy has not only brought relative peace in
Education

the JV areas of operation but it has enabled the Communities
to deliver some quality big ticket projects that are of

Aside from the GMoU, there are other SPDC JV stand
alone projects such as in education. For the first time, SPDC

communal gains as well as taking ownership of these
projects.

JV has commenced the award of overseas postgraduate
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EFFECTIVE TEAMS AND
ORGANIZATIONAL GROWTH
Team development is the most
significant task of any leader of an
organization in order to foster unity of
purpose and clarity in strategic
objectives and goals. Ineffective teams
are as good as none at all. Organization
should lay emphasis on building
effective teams in the survival race.
From the recruitment process, building
an effective team involves recruiting
the right people because an
organization is as good as its quality of

employees (Brilliant and committed
employees build a high performing
organization) that would stand the test
of time.
An organization must have an effective
recruitment policy. It should always
place the right people in the right places
i. e. putting round pegs in round holes.
One of the laws of team building
according to J. C. Maxwell is that each
player should have a place where he
adds the most value. A wrong person
in a team will hinder its success. He
becomes a liability rather than being
an asset to the organization. Only the
right team adds the most value to a
successful organization.
He notes that the most critical success
factor for any organization is the quality
of human capital employed within it.
During interview process, interview
questions should be tailored in such a
way as to identify those candidates that
work well in teams. During recruitment
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process, individuals that have a high
level of emotional intelligence and
function effectively in teams should be
given priority over lone stars.
Oddey Ochicha

For Adukwu-Bolujoko, another way an
organization can ensure it builds
effective teams is never to try to toy
with motivation and effective
communication. Proper handling of
information also helps members know
that they are members of a team.

There should always be a feedback as
communication is incomplete without
getting a feedback.
He also says that it is necessary to
create a sense of belonging among the
team members. Organizations under
effective leaders can do this by
initiating programmes within the
organizations that make people believe
that they are part of a team and very
important.

and goals above those of the
organization.
Organizations should recruit people of
exceptional intelligence, ability and high
emotional intelligence. All teams must
have clear rules of engagement. These
rules state how decisions are made
within the team with regards to the
goals to accomplish. The rules state the
strategic objectives to achieve and the
time given to accomplish those strategic
objectives. The NIM President
believes that effective teams cannot
exist where organizational leaders
practice favoritism. If you bring in
favoritism and double standards, it will
weaken and even disintegrate the team,
she opines.
In conclusion, creating effective teams
helps an organization to grow, to
achieve its vision, mission and strategic
objectives. These teams could easily
be formed if the right personnel are
recruited from the onset and challenged
to contribute to building a high
performing organization.

They must articulate the mission, vision
and strategic objectives of the
organization and ensure the buy-in of
all members of the team. Leaders must
set clearly articulated goals for the
teams. elevate their personal desires
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THE IMPACT OF
TV ON CHILDREN

contd from the last edition

STRATEGIES FOR CONTROL
This article is not meant to discredit
watching television. Television
watching is meant to be fun and
relaxing activity for kids and adults. It
has relatively become harmful because
of the shows it broadcasts and the way
it is used in the home.
Banning is not the solution! Rather,
learn to co-exist with television by
managing how much your kids watch,
and what they watch.
- It is wise to start young,
because as the child grows
older, it will become difficult to
exert control.
- Limit the amount of time your
kids spend watching television,
especially during the
weekdays.
- Allow your kids get involved
in other activities such as
sports, hobbies, dancing and
outdoor games.
- As a bookseller I recommend
puzzles for children. This will
help develop their cognitive

By: Christianah Akindolie

-

-

-

-

-

skills. I can assure you that
children love puzzles. As I was
concluding this article, I could
see my son putting together a
puzzle (Dora The Explorer).
This will divert his attention for
an hour.
As a replacement, parents are
encouraged to purchase good
educational DVDs (e.g.
Encarta), educational cartoons
are also available.
Monitor what your children
watch and whenever possible,
watch it with them and discuss
the program.
Young children are at higher
risk of becoming aggressive
after watching violence on TV
especially the Cartoons and
movies. Parents need to
monitor and limit the amount
of violence they are exposed
to.
Expose and encourage them to
watch varieties of programs
such sports, nature, science
shows, the arts, music and
historical shows.
If you ask me, a TV set should
not be placed in your kid’s

-

-

-

room. “Out of sight, is out of
mind”. When you are asleep
at night, your children could
watch
unwholesome
programs without your
knowledge.
Have a “No-TV time”. Let
your children know and
respect this. Place restriction
on viewing of certain shows.
Kids model the behavior of
their parents, so take a look at
your own viewing habits, and
where possible, change them.
Do not leave your TV on
when you are not watching it.
Turn it off.

CONCLUSION
A friend of mine jokingly nicknamed a TV set “The devil’s box”.
Seriously, violence is gradually
introduced into the hearts of our
kids through violent cartoons. I
implore us to take this piece
important and take positive action.
The consequences of not taking
heed to what our kids watch on
TV are dangerous.
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SAFE HANDLING OF
LPG- Liquefied Petroleum
(Cooking) Gas
By Dr. J. U. Enumah (MBBS, MPH, Dip HSE Mgt)
Supr. Occupational & Environmental Health
NNPC Medical Services, Lagos

WHAT IS LPG?
Liquefied Petroleum Gas
Where is it produced
- Refineries and Gas Fractioning Plants
- Lighter Distillate and in gaseous form
Mixture of Butane and Propane (70:30 or 60:40)
LPG under pressure becomes liquid
From Liquid to gaseous is 252 times in proportion
KEY PROPERTIES OF LPG
Though a gas , always stored and transported as
liquid under pressure.
LPG is colorless when in gaseous or liquid form
- hence leaks can not be detected by naked eye
LPG is Odorless
– hence cannot be smelt when leaking .
A chemical – Methyl Mercaptan is added to give
strong smell to detect any leakages
LPG is harmless when in contact
Heavier than air – hence when LPG leaks it
settles down at floor level
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SAFETY TIPS
Keep the cylinder always in vertical position
LPG burner at higher position than the cylinder
LPG burner to be away from curtains
Rubber tube should not be in twisted, looped or
pressed condition
Lit the match stick, take it near to the burner and
then operate the knob
Replace rubber tube once in two years
Never leave cooking unattended
- a slight breeze can put off the flame – and
leave the gas sipping into the air.
Detect leak of LPG by smell and not by naked
flame
Always close the knob when not in use
Always close the Pressure regulator when not in
use
Keep the ignition ready before release of gas
Never place any utensil on the cylinder
Use genuine equipments
Keep the complete installation clean after use
Never fiddle with the knob and pressure
regulator
Change the rubber tube every 2 years
Always provide bottom ventilation for Cylinder
storage
WHAT TO DO WHEN LPG LEAKS
How do you know when LPG leaks
- when you smell gas
Never Panic
Close the Regulator
Do not switch any electrical appliance – ON or
OFF
- Electrical sparks may ignite the gas
- Open the doors and then the windows
- LPG is heavier then air hence flows down

Do not use any lighter/ flame
If the smell prevails then isolate the cylinder with
the closed regulator in an open space and call the
Distributor
How do you know when LPG leaks
- when you smell gas
Never Panic
Close the Regulator
Do not switch any electrical appliance – ON or
OFF
- Electrical sparks may ignite the gas
- Open the doors and then the windows
- LPG is heavier then air hence flows down
Do not use any lighter/ flame
If the smell prevails then isolate the cylinder with
the closed regulator in an open space and call the
Distributor

HOW TO CONSERVE LPG
Use flat vessel, proportionate to the Burner
Always plan your cooking, keep all the food
ingredients within reach
Never use food material directly from the fridge
- Bring it under atmospheric temperature
Never leave the flame On without anything on
the burner
Do not use excessive water
Simmer the flame when boiling takes place
Use pressure cooker as much as possible
- Saves gas by more than 40%
Eat your dinner preferably with the family
together
- Reheating food consumes a lot of gas
By following the above you will save more than
20% LPG
Hope you enjoyed reading this. I wish you a Happy
and Safe Cooking
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